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The National Black Sisters'

Conference is the oldest nonprofit

dedicated to the development and

empowerment of black sisters-

religious and associates. With roughly

400 Black  nuns left in the Catholic

faith; NBSC's goal is to support

existing sisters, religious life,   & their

continual education. 

Partner with Purpose

202-529-9250

NBSC68.ORG

NBSC@NBSC68.ORG

NBSC68.ORG

The National Black Sisters' Conference is
excited to partner with you! Our goal is to
provide ongoing resources, support, and
a foundation for Black women-religious.  

National Black Sisters' Conference 

Get Involved!

FOUNDED IN 1968 



Our Commitment
 Support one another as we walk the

journey of faith, service, and  create

conversations around religious and cultural

justice. 

 Creating avenues and outlets that

strengthen our knowledge, skillset,

spiritual wellness, and foster  a positive

self-image for current and future sisters.

 Reclaim our voice and  authority as

confidants  in the Catholic faith, secure our

roles as leaders in the political arena; and

serve as the guiding light into the future of

Black sisters.  
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Contact Us

To learn more about NBSC or
how you can get involved: 

202-529-9250

NBSC@NBSC68.ORG

NBSC68.ORG

Our Programs

Ubuntu Resources 
An online resource developed to foster
spiritual connections between
established and younger sisters; and
provide an opportunity for continual
technical and vocational education for
NBSC members. 

We draw strength and courage from
God, support one another in the faith;
and hold our elders in high esteem.

WWW.NBSC68.ORG

In covenant with God, we are

dedicated to the support of Black

religious-sisters; developing resources

and working diligently to create 

 spaces that highlight, celebrate,

educate, and  share the impact and

influence Black religious-sisters have

made.

Our Projects
The US Project  

NBSC is dedicated to capturing the
history of Black sisters-religious and
existing elder members. The countless
stories of Black religious sisters who
founded and served as part of The
National Black Sisters' Conference that
were influential in the increase of Black
Catholics and the political pivot of the
1970's.  The "US" Project is committed to
archiving the heart and soul of NBSC and
Black religious sisters.  


